INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, many physicists have dedicated themselves to detecting possible deviation of Newton's inverse-square law (ISL) at sub-millimeter scale. These activities are largely due to a work done by N. Arkani-Hamed, S. Dimopoulos and G. Dvali (ADD) in the late 1990s (Arkani-Hamed et al., 1998 , 1999 Antoniadis et al., 1998) . In ADD's model, the long lasting hierarchy problem, that is, the huge energy gap between Planck scale M pl ∼ 10 19 Gev and electroweak scale m EW ∼ 10 3 Gev, was tentatively solved by assuming that the fundamental energy scale in nature is the (4 + n)-dimensional Planck scale M pl(4+n) , where n is the number of extra dimensions, while the four-dimensional Planck scale ∼ 10 19 Gev is just an induced one. They further assumed that M pl(4+n) is around the scale of m EW , and the weakness of four dimensional gravitational force is explained as that the originally strong high dimensional one leaks into extra dimensions. Under the assumption of n equal-radii extra dimensions, they deduced that the gravitational force would change from inverse-square law to inverse-(n + 2) law if it is measured at a distance far smaller than the radii of extra dimensions R, that is,
(When r R, the ordinary inverse-square law recovers.) In this model, the radii of extra dimensions R is determined by M pl(4+n) as
where
If n = 1, the radius of the extra dimension would be R ∼ 10 12 m. Clearly, this case is ruled out by planetary motion observations. For n = 2, R ∼ 10 −1 mm, but gravity measurement had not been done at sub-millimeter scale by the time of the presentation of ADD's model. After a few years' effort (Long et al., 2003; Long and Price, 2003 and an extensive review in Hoyle et al., 2004) , under the assumption of two equal-radii extra dimensions, current experiment results require that M pl(4+n) should not be smaller than about 1 Tev, and the corresponding R (notice Eq. (2)) should not be larger than about 100 µm. (For a recent result, see Kapner et al., 2006 ; Of course, the probability of one large extra dimension with several small extra dimensions can not be boldly excluded.) Then what about three or more equal-radii extra dimensions? From Eq. (3), one can easily notice that R decreases with the increase of n. If we go one step further, that is, for three equal-radii extra dimensions, we get R ∼ 10 −7 cm. However, direct measurement of gravitational force (e.g. torsion pendulum experiments) at nanometer scale is far beyond the ability of current experiments since the background noises from such as electrostatic, magnetic and Casimir forces would completely swamp gravity effect.
Even if there is no motivation from ADD's proposal, the detection of the possible deviation of ISL in small scale is still meaningful, since there is no special reason to assume that ISL should hold ranging from as large as solar system scale and as small as nucleus scale. Moreover, we should point that except the possible effect of extra dimensions, several other factors could also cause the deviation of ISL in small scale (Adelberger et al., 2003) .
At the same time, extensive researches aimed to explore extra dimensions both in theories and experiments were done in the field of accelerators (Macesanu et al., 2002) . Constraints on the parameters of extra dimensions, such as M pl(4+n) , have also been given (Luo and Liu, 2005; Mele, 2004) .
Considering current direct gravity measurement cannot be performed down to smaller than tens of micron scale, we want to ask if we could find other
